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ABSTRACT

A new forced oscillation system has boon instMled

And tested at NASA Langley Research Center's Tran-

s()ni(: Dynamics Tunnel (TDT). The system is kllown

as the Oscillating TurntAble (OTT) and has been de-

signed for the ImrI)ose of oscillating, large senfispan

models in pitch at frequencies up to 40 Hz to acquire

high-quality unsteady pressure And loads data. Pre-

cisely controlled motions of a wind-tunnel model on

the OTT can yM(l unstea(ly aerodynamic t)henomelm

associated with flutter, limit cycle oscillations, shock

dynanfics, an(1 non-linear aerodylmnfic effects on many

vehicle configurations. This paper will (liseuss the

general design and eonlponents of the OTT and will

1)resent test (tata from 1)erformance testing and from

research tests on two rigid senfispan wind-tunnel inod-

els. The research tests x_re designed to challenge the

OTT over a wide range of operating conditions while

acquiring unsteady t)ressure data on a small rectangu-

lar supercritical wing and a large supersonic transport

wing. These results will be presented to illustrate the

performance capabilities, consistency of oscillations,

and useflflness of the OTT AS a research tool.

INTRODUCTION

Today, An aircraft's structure tends to 1)e conserva-

tive in strength for ninny reasons, including tile lack

of accurate flutter t)rediction codes. If one can accu-

rately predict the flutter and other aeroelastic charac-

teristics of an aircraft before it is constructed, the air-

(:raft wing structure could be ot)tiinized from the per-

spectives of flutter, strength, and weight. However,

many incidences of aeroelastic shortcomings are iden-

tiffed and ad(lressed After An aircraft's first flight due

to the challenges, especially in the transonic regime,

of t)redicting the complex interaction of aerodynamic

forces, elastic forces, and inertial forces. Ac(:u-

rate aeroelastic analyses require rigorous Inodelling of

the unsteady aerodynamic environment at transonic

speeds and high reduced frequencies.

(?ol)yrighl ((') 2(102 t) 3' t he American h,st ,lute of Aeronaut its

and Aslronmitics. Inc. N,_ copyright is asserted in the United

States under Title 17, U.S. (?ode. The 17.S. (;overnmelfl has

a royally-free license to exer('ize all righls under the copyright

claimed herein for (]overnmental purposes. All other rights are

reserved by the copyright owner.

Fhere are many flow l)henomena associated with

ae_oelasticity that challenge today's aeroelastic anal-

ysi_ methods, t)mticularly the components of these

an dyses sinmlating vehMe aerodynmnics. At tran-

so]:ie speeds, ste, ady and unsteady aerodYnaInie effect s

tm (1 to reduce the flutter dynamic pressure of a ve-

hi(le and are difficult to predict accurately. Other

ch,llenging unsteady flow phenomena include shock

dy_mmies, shock induced flow separation, flow associ-

At[ d with limit (:ycte oscillations (LCO), vortical flow

du _to high incidence angle and configuration, and vm'-

i(n_s other nonlinear unsteady aerodynanfie effects. To

acIdeve the goal of improving tile prediction of flutter

an I other aeroelastic phenomena for fltture aircraft de-

sigas, advancements nmst be made in the prediction

of qnsteady pressures and the resulting loads on con-

fig lrations oscillating at high reduced frequencies anti

at transonic speeds.l-a

Validation of and improvements to unsteady aerody-

na,nic analysis methods require exI)erimental beneh-

mtrk datA for correlation. To acquire such data, un-

st(ady pressure measurelnents Are typically made on

sul,scale wind-tunnel models while undergoing flutter

or during forced oscillations. There have been several

stvdies which have measured unsteady t)ressures and

lo_ds on wind-tunnel inodels mMergoing forced oscil-

lations. References 4 through 7 present such results

fr[ m semispan rectangular planform wind-tunnel mo(l-

els at frequencies i1t) to 60 Hz, but these experilnents

we t'e lilnited to small, rectangular wings with low pitch

im rtias. Reference 8 presents misteady t)ressure an(1

lo_ds data fi'om a relatively slnall, straked delta wing

In,.del oscillated in pitch at frequencies up to 16 Hz.

Tt_e majority, however, of available unsteady I)ressure

(la a has been acquired during flutter at frequencies

on the order of 10 Hz or less. '(_- I1 Under these condi-

ti[ us, the out-of-phase eoml)onent of pressure is typi-

caly small and difficult to ineasure accurately. Many

Uli _teAdy computations do not compare x_vll with inea-

sued data for the out-of-phas(_ e()nq)()nent of 1)ressure.

W th the given dAtA, it is difficult to determine if this

is t shortcoming of the theoretical methods enq)loyed.

(Jr errors in the ineasurelnents due to small amt)litu(le

i)r,,ssure fluctuations. Tests At higher fre(tuellcies and

os,'illation mnplitudes shouM result in larger, more ac-

cu 'ately measured, out-of-phase l)ressure amplitudes
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that will help answer these questions. Therefore, tile

ability to precisely oscillate large wind-tunnel models

in 1)itch at a wide range of frequencies and amplitudes
while acquiring unsteady pressure data would answer

these questions and ultimately benefit the prediction

of flutter, limit cycle oscillations, shock dynamics, and

other chalhmging aeroelastic and flow phenomena.

Such a forced oscillation system has been designed,

installed, and tested at the Transonic Dynamics Tun-

nel (TDT) at NASA Langley Research Center for

the purpose of oscillating large, semispal} wind-tmmel

models in pitch at frequencies up to 4(I Hz. The sys-

tem is known as the Oscillating Turntable (OTT) and
can be used to study flow phenonmna associated with

flutter, LCO, shock dynamics, and nonlinear unsteady

aerodynamic effects on a wide variety of aerospace ve-

hMe configurations at transonic speeds. The OTT's

powerfifl hydraulic actuator system and digital serve-

controller ensure precise control of model motion (os-

cillations, step inputs, and other user-defined motions)
to provide high-quality unsteady pressure data for
code validation and enhancement.

This paper will discuss the general design and com-
ponents of the OTT, along with test data from OTT

performance testing and from tests of two very dif-
Drent semispan wind-tunnel inodels. During pertbr-

nmnce testing, tile OTT's hydraulic, electronic, aud

mechanical systems were evaluated while oscillating
an inertia model. The inertia model was designed

to simulate the mazdnmm pitch inertia to be oscil-

lated at 40 Hz and one degree amplitude. Tests of a

small, rectangular, supercritical wing and a large, su-

personic transport wing were intended to challenge the

OTT over a wide range of operating conditions while,

at the sanle time, acquiring unsteady pressure data.

These results will be presented to ilhtstrate OTT per-
formance capabilities, consistency of oscillations, and
the useflllness of the OTT as a research tool.

TRANSONIC DYNAMICS TUNNEL

DESCRIPTION

The Langley Transonic Dynamics Tunnel (TDT)
is a closed-circuit, continuous-flow, variable-pressure,

transonic wind tunnel with a 16-ft square test section

with cropped corners (Ref. 12). The TDT can be

operated up to Math 1.2 at pressures from near vac-

uum to atmospheric and in either air or heavy gas

(R,134a) test mediums. Dynamic pressures up to 550

psf and Reynolds nuinbers up to t0 million/foot can
be achieved in R-134a. Figure 1 is a cross section
of the TDT at the test section and shows the relative

positions of the plenum, test section, mid the location

of the OTT. Due to the high-risk nature of dynainic
model testin_;, several tbatures of the TDT have b(_n

designe(t to reduce risk so as to protect the lnodel from

destruction and also protect the facility from damage

due to model debris. These features inchtde a bypass

valve system that quickly decreases dynamic pressure

and Mach number in the test section to prevent model

failure due to aeroelastic instability, large control room
windows for viewing model dynanfics, and a tunnel

drive fan protection screen designed to prevent model
debris from damaging the fan blades.

OSCILLATING TURNTABLE
DESCRIPTION

The OTT is a newly acquired researcl, tool at tile

TDT that has been designed to oscillate large, semis-
t)an models in pitch at high frequencies and transonic

conditions. Models may be oscillated sinusoidally at

constant or varying frequencies, be subjected to a step
input, or undergo user-defined motion. It is antic-

ipated that unsteady pressure measurements due to

precisely controlled model motions will 1)rovide valu-

able data for CFD correlation and aircraft design with

respect to flutter, linfit cycle oscillations, and other

unsteady aerodynamic/aeroelastic phenomena.

Figure 2 highlights key components of the OTT.

The OTT utilizes a powerful rotary hydraulic actu-

ator, rated for 495,000 in-lbf, and a digital Propor-

tional, Integral, Derivative, Feedforward (PIDF) con-
trol system to position and oscillate models. Power for

the OTT is supplied by a 3000 psi, 150 gpIn hydraulic

power unit which is located outside the tunnel pressure
shell. Rails allow for precise positioning of the system
with respect to the tunnel wM1 to accolnodate a wide

range of models and model support systelns. Cam
wh_ls and clamps lock the OTT onto its rails once it

is in position to prevent the OTT from lifting off the
rails during high-i)ower oscillations. For model instru-

mentation, a 2.5 inch diameter hole passes through the
center of the entire OTT shaft and actuator to mini-

mize the exposure of this wiring to oscillatory motions.

The OTT target oscillatory design points are listed

in Table 1, of which, design point # 1 is the most chal-
lenging. Table 2 lists the OTT load hnfits at the

tmmcl wall which are large enough to accommodate a

wide range of model sizes and test conditions.

The OTT also possesses a fast reacting fail-safe
braking system to protect a model from excessive aero-

dyImnfic forces resulting from unconnnmided motion

resulting t}'om power or OTT system failures. Fig-
ure 3 shows details of the OTT's fail-saD brake sys-

tem which include a large diameter brake rotor, brake

calipers, and limit switches which, when tripped, trig-
gers the brake to prevent model overloading or exces-

sive motion. For t)ersomml safety l)urposes, the speed

of motion of the OTT is limited to ai)proxiInately 0.5
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Table 1: Perfl)rmance design points for OTT

Pitch Inertia. ./, lal,

lbm-in ') Hz (leg

Design Point #1 65,00{) 40 1

Design Point #2 250.000 20 1

deg/sec by a flow restric, tion circuit that is energized

while tile tunnel door is open.

OTT SHAKEDOWN TEST RESULTS

The OTT has undergone extensive shakedown tests

to deterlnine tile performance and reliability of all sys-

tems during braking conditions, fault conditions, aim

a wide range of oscillatory conditions tip to frequencies

of 41 Hz and oscillation alnIflitudes up to l(I degrees.

The inertia model (non-aerodynaInic) shown in Fig. 4

possesses a pitch inertia of 65.000 lbm-in 2 which cor-

responds to design point #1 in Table 1. The inertia
lnodel aiM actuator angular positions were nleasured

using an angular disI)lacement transducer. Also mea-
sured was the actuator differential hydraulic pressure,

an indication of actuator workload. Table 3 lists the

inertial pitching moment for the inertia model and the
nlm,dnmm steady and inertial loads for the two pres-

sure inodels tested on the OTT.

Using the inertia inodel described above, perfor-
mance of the OTT was evaluated through 41 Hz os-

cillations and is presented in Fig. 5. This figure

presents actuator and inertia model oscillatory ainpli-
tude and actuator differential hydraulic pressure am-

plitude (Ap) versus frequency for a one-degree sinu-
soidal oscillation actuator cominand. Referring to the

actuator and differential pressure amt)litude in Fig. 5,

the actuator angular alnplitude is shown to be nearly

one degree through 36 Hz, at which frequency tim hy-

draulic system reaches its xnmximum pressure of 3000

psi. As expected, the actuator emmet maintain the
comlnanded one degree amplitude oscillation beyond

36 Hz. However. beyond 20 Hz the model angu-

lar amplitude exceeds the actuator alnl)litude, ulti-

mately reaching 1.8 ° at 36 Hz. The difference between

the model and actuator ainplitude is due to torsional

wind-up of the OTT shaft under high dynamic torque.

Therefore. Fig. 5 shows that the OTT oscillatory per-

formance requirement listed in Table 1 for design point

#1 is met, albeit, in the presence of shaft wind-up.

This highlights the importance of locating an angu-
lar displacement transducer as near to the model as

possiMe to accurately iliea.sltre its niotioil.

Another concern due to the unique oscillatory capa-

bilities of the OTT. is the vibration experienced in the

vicinity of the OTT during oscillatkms. Stress mlal-

yses of tile platform and test section trove identified

all. bg alnplitude linfit on all platfornl vibrations for

Tvble 2: Maximum steady OTT loads at tulmel wall

Load Maxinmm X, due

Lift Force 2.400 lbf

Pitching Moment 32.t)00 in-lbf

Rolling Moment 79,000 in-lbf

Yawing Moment 2,700 in-lift

int nile fatigue life. Figure 6 t)resents vibration am-

pli udo data in g's versus OTT oscillatory frequency at
vm ious locations in the vertical (Z), lateral (Y), and

mxal (X) directions with respect to the OTT shaft.
P1; (form vibrations are seen to reach a maxinmm of

5._ g's at 37 Hz in the lateral direction and maxixnum

O_3T bearing housing vibrations were 3.6 g's at 41 Hz
in he lateral direction. TDT test section wall vibra-

ti(_ ts were all below 1.5 g's through 41 Hz. As seen

in :Pig. 6, all vibration levels on the tflatfonn were less

th_ n the 8g linfit. However. lnoifitoring of platform

vit rations is required for OTT oscillatory testing.

OTT UNSTEADY PRESSURE MODEL

TEST RESULTS

Fransonic tmsteady pressure lneaslir(,nlents have

be,'n acquired on two wind-tunnel models that under-

we _t pitch oscillations on the OTT in the test sec-
ti(,a of the TDT. Each model was used to address a

Sl),,(rifle asl)ect of OTT performance and to acquire a
da abase of unsteady pressures at sul)sonic and trail.-

so_ic speeds. These tests were designed to quantify

O2'T performance, reliability, and operational proee-
du "es under realistic research conditions and also to

de hens(rate model instrunmntation teclmiques under

th, extreme operating conditions of the OTT. Both
wi,td-tunnel inodels were iil.strumented with in-situ

pr,'ssure transducers and acceleroinet(_rs and an an-

_l:ar displacen_ent transducer xva_ used t() measure
m( del position during OTT oscillations.

Fhe first nlodel, known as the Benchmark Super-

cri ical \Ving (BSC\V), is a rectangular senfispan wing

wi_ h a supercritical airfoil and was tested at frequen-

ci, _ u 1) to 30 Hz that challenge(t the cal)abilities of tlw
()'!'T to oscillate a inodel at high frequen('ies. Figure

7 : hews the BSCW inodel disass(ml.I)le(l and highlights

th,, unsteady pressure transducer h)cations. Figure 8

sh _ws ttw BSC\V model and splitter plat(' inounted in

th' TDT test se('tion. Aerodynanfic and inertial h)ads
t'oJ tiffs model are listed in Table 3 and are moderate.

Tl,e second model tested was a large model of a su-

t)e sonic transport configuration known as the Rigid

Se nisl)an Mo(lel (RSM) wlfich is shown in Fi n. 9.
Tie nmxilnum IISM steady aer()dynanfic lilt liste(l in
Ta ble 3 is near to the lift force liinit for the OTT listed

ill. Fable 2. The RSM was oscillated at frequencies u t)
to 10 Hz and was intended t() test the OTT's ability to
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Table3: Maximummodelaerodynamic and inertial loads at wing root about the axis of oscillation

Steady Lift Stead.v Pitching Inertial Pitching
Force, lbf Moment, in-lbf Moment, in-tbf

Inertia Model N/A N/A 185,452 :o, 40Hz

BSCW 591 1,234 1,377 ,'_530Hz

RSM 2,268 16,965 15,145 _(i 10 Hz

oscillate a large model in the presence of large steady

aerodynamic loads at moderatr frequencies.

Unsteady pressure results for both the BSC\V and

RSM will be presented in plots of mean pressure

coefficient (Cp) ....... and real (in-phase) and imagi-

nary (out-of-phase) components of pressure coefficient

normalized by oscillation amplitude, (Cp)R_/deg and
(Cp)l,,/deg, versus non-dimensionalized chordwise h>

cation (x/c). Such data will be presented tbr various

angles of attack (?7) and angular amplitudes (lal) tbr
oscillatory frequencies (f) up to 30 Hz. Real and
imaginary components of pressure coefficient were ob-

tained from a discrete Fourier transform of pressure

coefficient time histories at the oscillatory frequency.
Time histories of norlnalized pressure coefficient at

chosen chordwise locations will be presented to illus-
trate the flow characteristics while the model wa.s un-

dergoing oscillations on the OTT.

BSCW/OTT Test Results

Transonic unsteady pressure measurements have

been made on the BSCW while undergoing pitch os-
cillations at frequencies up to 30 Hz on the OTT. The

BSCW has been previously tested at the TDT as part

of the Benchmark Models Program (ReN. 9-10). The

BSCW model has a 32 inch span, 16 inch chord, and

a NASA SC(2)-0414 airfoil. The OTT pitch axis was

located at x/c=0.3. The spanwise, in-plane, and tor-

sional natural frequencies of the model and support
strut were determined to be 24.1, 27.0, and 79.9 Hz.

respectively. These natural fi'equencies dictated de-

creased oscillation amplitudes at 20 and 30 Hz and the
deletion of testing at 25 Hz.

Using 40 in-situ transducers, unsteady pressure

measurements were made along the chord at the 60

percent spanwise location at Math numbers (M) rang-

ing from 0.4 to 0.85 and dynamic pressures (Q) of 100,

170, and 200 psf in R,134a heax'y gas. Boundary-layer

transition was fixed at 7.5 percent chord using a #30

grit strip. Figures 10-15 will present BSCW unsteady
pressure results nmasured during oscillations on the

OTT for f=l, 5, 10, 15, 20, aald 30 Hz. for lal=0.18 °
to 1.0 °. and for ?7=0 ° and _=5 °. These oscillations

correspond to reduced frequencies frmn 0.01 to 0.27 for

the BSCW. To illustrate the progression of x_r.ving de-

grees of flow nonlinearity, results will be presented at

Math numbers of 0.5, 0.7, and 0.85 representing sub-
sonic, moderately transonic, and highly transonic flow.

The results are intended to highlight the capabilities

of the OTT for the measurement of unsteady pressure
data at high frequencies up to transonic conditions.

To illustrate the consistency of OTT osciUations

about a mean angle of attack over a large range of
test conditions, plots of mean pressure coefficient are

presented in Figs. 10-12. These figures illustrate the

(Cp)mean distributions measured during oscillations at

frequencies of 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, and 30 Hz at ?7=0 °

and ?7=5 °. Figure 10 presents mean pressure coef-
ficient data for test section conditions of M=0.5 and

Q=100 psi'. In this figure, the (Cp)m_an distributions
for the group of oscillation frequencies at each ?7 are

identical a_ expected if the mean angle of attack did
not drift during oscillations, the oscillations were con-

sistently sinusoidak and the oscillation amplitude was
sufficiently small. These subsonic pressure coefficient

distributions are void of separated flow and shocks,
and are examples of linear flow cases.

For M=0.7 and Q=170 psf, Fig. 11 shows that the

(Cp) ...... distributions are identical for the group of

oscillation frequencies at each mean angle of attack.

The (Cp) ....... distribution for ?7=5 ° in Fig. 11 is an
example of moderately transonic flow in which some

nonlinear effects would be expected to appear.

The flattened upper surface pressure coefficient dis-

tribution and the presence of a weak shock on the up-
per surface are characteristics of a supercritical airfoil

at transonic speeds and are evident in Fig. 12 tbr

M-0.85 and Q=200 psf. Shocks create adverse pres-

sure gradients as shown in this figure and it is appar-

ent that for ?7=5 °, a highly nonlinear shock/boundary-

layer separated flow case exists. A_ a given mean angle

of attack, (Cp) ....... distributions for each frequency of

oscillation are identical or nearly identical in Fig. 12
except in the vicinity of shocks which have a small

localized effect on (Ct_) ....... . These effects can be ex-

pected since the flow in this region is highly nonlinear.

For the oscillations of the BSCW model discussed

above, the mean model position during oscillations

was held to approximately +/- 0.03 degrees from the

steady angle of attack (f=0). Figures 10-12 provide
indirect evidence that the OTT maintained the desired

mean angle of attack during oscillations since plots of
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(Cp)...... arenearlyidenticalforeachfrequency.
In Fig. 13, real and imaginarycomponentsof

Cp/degarepresentedat M=0.5andQ=100psffor
f=l, 5, 10, 15, 20, and 30 Hz. For this subsonic

case. the real, in-phase, conq)ollents are nearly identi-

cal for each oscillatory frequency except 20 and 30 Hz

at which the amplitudes of oscillation were less than

at tile other frequencies tested. The inmginary, out-

of-phase, coinponents of Cp/deg in Fig. 13 increase

linearly as the oscillatory frequency is increa_sed. Also

shown in this figure is a time history of Cp/deg for the

transducer at x/c=0.1 on tile upper surface for a oscil-

latory fl'equency of 1 Hz. It shows a nearly sinusoidal

response, as expected at subsonic conditions.

Figure 14 presents results at M=0.7 and Q=170 psf

at 77=5 °. At this moderately transonic condition, a

shock is forming at approximately the 15_ chord as

suggested by the adverse pressure gradient in Fig. 11

for K=5 °. D)r each oscillatory frequency, the real coin-

ponents on the lower surface and the aft upl}er surface

of tile airfoil are nearly identical, but on the forward

50 percent of the upper surface tile real components

do not align due to the presence of the shock. As

oscillatory frequency is increased, tile imaginary (out-

of phase) components are shown to increase faMy lin-

earl)" over most of the upper and lo_r surface of the

airfoil. Fig. 14 also presents a time history of Cp/deg
to illustrate tile discontinuity and nonlinearity of the

pressure measured at x/c=0.2, where a weak shock is

lnoving across this transducer during oscillations.

Figure 15 shows oscillatory components of Cp/deg

at M-0.85 and Q=200 psf for K=5 ° and the highly

nonlinear aspects of the flow suggested ill Fig. 12 are

apparent. In Fig. 15. the transonic effects on the
flowfield of the BSC\V wing are revealed t)5" the peak

ill (Cp)Re/deg at x/c=11.45 on tile upl)er surface of
tile wing where a shock has formed and downstream

of wlfich the boundary layer separates. This shock

ix crossing the upper surface transducer at x/c=(I.45

as shown in tile time history of Cp/deg shown in Fig.

15. which highlights the nonlinear flow characteristics.
Such nonlinear shock dynamics are typical ill linlit

cycle oscillations and flutter at transonic conditions

mid represent a challenge to unsteady CFD codes.
This figure and Figs. 10-14 illustrate the useflflness of

the OTT at ineasuring complex mlstea(ly aerodynamic

phenomena on a conventional lifting wing fi'onl linear,

subsonic flow to highly nonlinear, transonic flow.

tRSM/OTT Test Results

Tile R SM Inodel is a semispan supersonic transport

model that has a cranked, delta, wing planform and a

4.86 ft seinispan and 11.08 ft root chord. Texts of
the RSM on tile OTT were intended to demonstrate

O_'T capabilities while oscillating a large model at
tr_nsonic conditions at high angles of attack, which

pr,,duces large stead)' and unsteady loads. Tile max-
im_un steady loads for the RSM, listed in Table 3, are

qute large compared to BSCV_: stead)" loads. Tile
RSM lnodel was oscillated at frequencies of 1.2, 5, 8,
an l 10 Hz at Math numbers of 0.5 to 1.05 in an R-

13 _a test lnedimn. Mean angles of attack ranged from

-5 _ to 15° and oscillatory amplitudes, [a I, from 0.2 °

to 2°. Two hundred in-situ unsteady pressure mea-

su: ements at four spanwise locations were acquired on

th, model. Unsteady pressure results for tile RSM

wi 1 be presented for tile 60 percent spanwise location
(ol tboard of the wing crank) at Q=100 psf, M=0.5
an l M=l.05. and for K=6 ° and 12 °.

dean values of pressure coefficient mea_sured during

os, illations of the RSM at f=0, 2.5.8, and 10 Hz and
at _=6 ° and 12° are presented in Figs. 16 and 17 for

Ma ch numl_ers of o.a and 1.0a, respectively. Tile pres-

sw e coefficient distributions presented in these figures

at, typical for a supersonic cranked delta wing con-

fig:lration, in which lift ix generated to a large extent

by vortices created at the wing leading edge. For
M :0.5, the mean pressure coefficient distributions at

77-- 6 ° and at 77=12 ° in Fig. 16 are nearly identical for

ea, h oscillation frequency. At the highly loaded con-

dilions of Fig. 17 (Table 3), (Cp) ....... distributions on
th,'upper and lower surface at 77=6 ° and at 77= 12° are

ne.trly identical for each oscillation frequency. How-

ev, T, some amplitude and/or Dequency effects arise in

Fi::. 17 for _=6 ° on tile upper surface p(xssibly due to

the' highly vortk:al flow present.

For the test conditions presented in Figs. 16 and

17 the mean vahle of inodel position during oscilla-

titus did not vary more than +/- 0.03 degrees from

the. steady angle of attack (f=0). These figures pro-
vi( e indirect evidence that the OTT maintained inean

an:,qe of attack during oscillations of tile RSM under

hilh steady loads since plots of (Cp) ....... are nearly
id_ ntical tbr each frequency.

/eal (in-phase) and imaginary (out-of-phase) tem-

po:rants of normalized l)ressure coefficient nleasured
on the RSM arc, shown in Figs. 18 and 19 at the

sal,le flow conditions as the previous figures. These

re,_ults are presented to illustrate the OTT's ability to

ac, tuire unsteady data on a large lnodol at moderate

an.[ high steady load conditions. The real coinpo-

nelts of Cp/deg shown ill Fig. 18 at M--().5 and 77=6 °
ar,, nearly identical on the entire lower surface and

th,, upper surface aft of x/c=0.45. Frequency effects

apmar to arise on the forward upt)er surface where

(( _,)m_/deg varies with oscillation frequency and tile

petk in (Cp)]_o/deg at x/c=O.15 suggests vortical flow
neLr this location. Tile imaginary COllll)Ollents of

C l/deg are foun(l to vary quite linearly as oscillatory
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frequencyincreases,exceptontileuppersurfaceill the
vicinityofx/c=0.2.Also,theuppersurfaceimaginary
componentsexhibita pronounceddecreaseill magxfi-
tudein thevicinityof tile presumed vortex.

Figure 19 shows real and imaginary components of

normalized pressure coefficient measured on the RSM

at M=l.05 and g=12 °. At tiffs Math number, the

real and imaginary components are an order of mag-

nitude smaller for each oscillation frequency as com-

pared to values in Fig. 18 at Math 0.5, demonstrating

wing pressures on the RSM at supersonic conditions
are less sensitive to model oscillations than at subsonic

conditions. Lower surface real components in Fig. 19

follow the same trend for each t_equency. Imaginary

components appear sonmwhat linear with respect to

oscillation frequency on tile lower surface, but not to

the same extent Oil the upper surface.

An unforeseen interaction between RSM model dy-

namics and OTT dynamics was encountered at some

tunnel conditions at high angles of attack. In partic-

ular, for F/SM oscillations at 10 Hz the model's first

wing bending mode (22.5 Hz) was visually observed

to be excited. This interaction call be seen in Figs.

20 and 21 which present model angular position and

wing outboard trailing edge acceleration time histo-
ries and frequency content. For these figures, tun-

nel conditions were M=l.05 and Q=100 psf and the

model was at _=12 ° during oscillations at 10.2 Hz

and 5.1 Hz, respectively. In Fig. 20 a small "hitch"

in the model positkm time history call be seen, as the

model is pitched downward against large steady aero-

dynamic loads. Because the model angular position

time history is not purely sinusoidal, but rather a pe-
riodic flmction that can be represented 1)y a Fourier

series, higher harmonics of the oscillation frequency

must be present. Referring-to tile FFT of model an-

gular position, the 10.2 Hz OTT oscillation frequency

is clearly shown in addition to a rather large second

harnlonic at 20.5 Hz. Additionally, the donfinant re-

sponse of the wing is shown by the outboard trailing

edge accelerometer to be 20.5 Hz as shown in the time

history and FFT of Fig. 20. The proximity of the

second harmouic at 20.5 Hz to the RSM first bending

natural frequency of 22.5 Hz is the cause of this large

wing acc.elerometer response at 2(}.5 Hz ill Fig. 20.

To further illustrate this phenomenon, Fig. 21

presents RSM angular position and outboard trailing
accelerometer time histories and FFT's for an oscilla-

tion frequency of 5.1 Hz for which several harmonics

are present. The model angular position appears to

be purely sinusoidal, but small components of higher
tlarmonics of 5.1 Hz arise in tile frequency content. As

discussed above, these higher harmonics are believed

to arise due to tile high aerod3umnfic loads present at

this condition. In Fig. 21, the tburth harmonic of tile

5.1 Hz oscillation frequency is seen to excite a 20.5 Hz

response in tile outboard trailing edge accelerometer.

again due to its proximity to the 22.5 Hz first wing
bending natural ;frequency. Additional tuning of the

OTT closed loop PIDF control system may alleviate

this response. However, this phenomenon indicates

that model dynamics must be considered when devel-

oping a test program which utilizes the OTT to os-
cillate a large model which may have a relatively low

first natural frequency under high aerodynanfic loads.

CONCLUSIONS

A new forced oscillation systenl, known as the Os-

cillating Turntable (OTT), has been installed and
tested at NASA Langley's Traalsonic Dynamics Tun-

nel (TDT). The system has been designed to oscillate
sidewall mounted wind-tunnel models instrumented to

acquire unsteady pressure and loads data for compu-

tational fluid dynamics code validation. Performance

testing has shown that the OTT exceeds the original

design requirements with respect to oscillatory perfor-

mance. The 1wdraulic actuator, hydraulic pump, and

digital control system of the OTT have proven reli-

able during extensive shakedown testing and research

model testing. OTT support platfornl vibrations dur-

ing high frequency oscillations of the inertia model
were shown to be within its design limits.

Two semispan wind-tmmel tests using tile OTT
have been conducted that involved the Benchmark Su-

percritical Wing (BSCW) and the supersonic t.rans-

port wing known as the Rigid Senfispan Model (RSM).

These tests were intended to fllrther qualifl_ tile OTT

as a research tool and to obtain unsteady pressure

measurements for the xMidation of unsteady aerody-

nanlic analvses. A subset of unsteady pressure data

from these tests has been presented in this paper to

highlight ()TT performance and its ability to acquire

such data at transonic, high frequency, and high-load
conditions. Conclusions from these tests include:

1. The OTT successflflly oscillated the BSC\V

at. frequencies up to 30 Hz while holding mean angles
of attack.

2. The OTT was proven capable of holding mean

angles of attack in the presence of large stead3" and

unsteady aerodynanlic loads during oscillations of tile

RSM at frequencies up to 10 Hz.
4. At transonic conditions for the BSCW, shock

dynaufics and nonlinear effects were clearly identified
which illustrate the useflllness of tile OTT at identify-

ing such complex flow phenoumna.

5. hlstrumentation concepts for OTT testing

proved successful during both research tests.

6. Overall performance of the OTT during four

weeks of realistic research testing exceeded expecta-

tions and test time was used very efficiently.
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7. Thepotentialfor interactionbetweenmodel
dynanficsandOTTdynanficsnlust be considered.
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FIGURES

Figure 1: Cross section of TDT showing test section
an [ h)cati(m of OTT.

Figure 2: Side view of OTT.
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!Brake Cali

Figure 3: OTT brake components.
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Figure 4:

testing.
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Figure 9: RSM oil tile OTT.
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